
Introducing our award winning custom-length soundbar the SB-Adapt. Meticulously 
tailored to align flawlessly with your TV, setting a new standard in home audio. 

Featuring a groundbreaking, patent-pending TruMount™ locking and mounting system 
for effortless installation, this sleek and lightweight design seamlessly melds with your 
TV, ensuring an unobtrusive yet powerful audio enhancement. 

With racetrack-style drivers and passive radiators, brace yourself for a breathtaking 
audio experience that will immerse you in sound like never before. Redefine your 
entertainment with the perfect sound companion, where form meets function, and your 
TV comes to life.

SIMPLIFY THE INSTALL PROCESS
The SB-Adapt sound bar incorporates the 
TruMount technology to streamline the 
installation process. TruAudio’s TruMount 
toolless technology is a five-step process to 
ensure the correct angle of the speaker while 
maintaining a simple installation.
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The Adapt soundbar can be installed in multiple ways to match any aesthetic. 
Choose between a wall-mount, TV mount, or table top (optional accessory) 
installation.

To mount the Adapt soundbar to the wall, simply use the included mounting 
bracket. 

Place the bracket approximately 1.25” below the TV, find studs, and attach to 
the wall using your desired screws

WALL MOUNT

Place the TV on a non-scratching surface with the back facing up.
TV MOUNT: SB-ADAPT-TVB

1.

1.

2.

INSTALLING THE SB-ADAPT

Determine which square holes to use to attach the 
vertical brackets or recessed brackets to the wall 
bracket by lining up the arms with the VESA 
mounting holes on the back of the tv. 

Vertical
Brackets

Recessed
Brackets
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Attached the vertical brackets to the
wall bracket using the carriage bolts 
and 10mm nuts.

Using the Vertical Brackets

For Thin TVs or When Depth is Needed

Attach the recessed bracket to the vertical 
bracket using the two top holes. Then attach 
the recessed bracket to the wall mount 
using the bottom two holes. 

Using the Recessed Brackets

Snap stand onto the SB-ADAPT housing and place on any flat surface.
TABLE TOP: SB-STAND (OPTIONAL)

1.

VESA MOUNT

ATTACHMENT
HOLES

INSTALLING THE SB-ADAPT CONT.
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Install the SB-ADAPT onto the mounting posts.2.

Run the wire through the 
patent-pending Front Wire Pass Through. 
Then, terminate the wires into the 
phoenix connector. Once the wires are 
connected, finish installing the phoenix 
connector.

3.

Adjust the angle and depth of the SB-Adapt.4.

Close the locking levers and attach the grill.5.

INSTALLING THE SB-ADAPT CONT.

INSERT POSTS



Specifications

SB-ADAPT-L SB-ADAPT-S
Speaker Type

Woofer:
Tweeter:

Passive Radiator
Power:

Nominal Impedance:
Frequency Response:

Max SPL:
Sensitivity:
Grill Type:

Soundbar Width:

Dimensions:

Custom length passive LCR soundbar
(3) 4.5” Coated paper
(3) 1“ Silk soft dome
(3) 4.5” Coated paper
105W RMS, per channel
8Ω
90 Hz-20kHz
96 dB
89 dB (2.83v / 1m)
Paintable steel
Accommodates a display from 71” to 
100”, (Actual soundbar width: 66.1” to 90”)
4.125” x 2.5” x Custom width (105mm x 
64mm x Custom width)

Custom length passive LCR soundbar
(3) 4.5” Coated paper
(3) 1“ Silk soft dome
(3) 4.5” Coated paper
105W RMS, per channel
8Ω
90 Hz-20kHz
96 dB
89 dB (2.83v / 1m)
Paintable steel
Accommodates a display from 60” to 70”, 
(Actual soundbar width: 53” to 66”)
4.125” x 2.5” x Custom width (105mm x 
64mm x Custom width)
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